Intel Intern Reqs

Job number:
725654
727399
727400
727401
727402
727492

Date: one year
Time: at least 2 days one week
Graduate Intern Technical – 725654 Hiring Manager: Ma, Lucern K

Date: Feb 7, 2014
Location Taipei, TW
Company: Intel

Description

Job Description: Looking for a graduate intern to support Intel's x86 Switch Platform Software API (drivers) and boot loader. The individual will be responsible for Intel's x86 Switch Software API (platform-dependent) and boot loader's issues' identification and reproduction. He/she will be working closely with internal technical support and development teams located both in Taiwan and in the U.S., and also with external customers (mostly local).

Qualifications

Must-have’s:
- Graduate students majoring in one of the following: Computer Science/Computer Engineering/Electrical Engineering.
- Solid C programming skills.
- Familiar with Linux Operating Systems and its kernel internals.
- Excellent problem solving skills in software
- Good interpersonal skills
- Good communication (both verbal and written) skills in English.

Preferred/Plus:
- Basic BIOS and/or x86 architecture knowledge.
- Linux Device Driver programming experiences.
- Embedded system boot loader experiences, ex. uboot, coreboot, etc.
- Familiarity with networking protocols, ex. L2 and/or L3.
- School or work experience with any switch platforms (any type of architecture)

Undergraduate Intern -Technical – 727399 Chen, Benshark

Undergraduate Intern -Technical Job Apply now »
Apply now
Start apply with LinkedIn
Undergraduate Intern -Technical - 727399

Description

Job Description: Intern to be working with SW debug team for issue duplication and pre-debugging.

Qualifications

Student majored in Computer Science or related area
- Familiar in one of the following field: Android BSP, Framework, Kernel, Driver
- Good communication skills in English and Mandarin

Job Category: Engineering
Primary Location: Taiwan-Taiwan, Taipei

Undergraduate Intern -Technical – 727400 Tu, Wilson

Undergraduate Intern -Technical Job Apply now »

Apply now

Start apply with LinkedIn
Start apply with Facebook
Apply Now

Email Please wait...

Date: Feb 6, 2014
Location Taipei, TW
Company: Intel

Undergraduate Intern -Technical - 727400

Description

Job Description: Intern to be working with SW debug team for WHCK issue
duplication and pre-debugging.

Qualifications

**Student majored in Computer Science or related area**
- Familiar in one of the following field: Windows, Testing, Driver
- Good communication skills in English and Mandarin.

**Job Category: Engineering**
**Primary Location: Taiwan-Taiwan, Taipei**

**Undergraduate Intern -Technical - 727401 Chen, Artion**

**Undergraduate Intern -Technical JobApply now »**

Apply now
Start apply with LinkedIn
Start apply with Facebook
Apply Now
Email Please wait...

Date: Feb 6, 2014
Location Taipei, TW
Company: Intel

**Undergraduate Intern -Technical - 727401**

**Description**

**Job Description:** Participating in product development, developing software tools, verifying customer issues and testing newly released drivers, closely working with camera sensor and module vendors to create new digital still camera module tuning data.

**Qualifications**

**Preferably major in Optoelectronic, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering or Signal Processing.**
- Enthusiastic attitude, willingness to learn new things and an open mind.
- Programming skills in Visual C++ and Matlab.
- Knowledge in digital still camera, image processing.
Job Category: Engineering  
Primary Location: Taiwan-Taiwan, Taipei

Graduate Intern -Technical – 727402 Chen, Artion

Graduate Intern -Technical Job Apply now »
Apply now
Start apply with LinkedIn
Start apply with Facebook
Apply Now
Email Please wait...
Date: Feb 6, 2014
Location Taipei, TW
Company: Intel

Graduate Intern -Technical - 727402

Description

Job Description: Working on hardware issues replication and debugging, making hardware experiment and observation, collecting results for further analysis.

Qualifications

Preferably major in Electrical Engineering, Computer Science, Optoelectronic, or Telecomm.
- Enthusiastic attitude, willingness to learn new things and an open mind.
- Knowledge in computer bus protocol or using oscilloscope and logic analyzer.

Job Category: Engineering  
Primary Location: Taiwan-Taiwan, Taipei

Graduate Intern Technical – 727492 Chong, Hooi Chia

Graduate Intern Technical Job Apply now »
Apply now
Start apply with LinkedIn
Start apply with Facebook
Apply Now
Email Please wait...
Date: Feb 7, 2014
Location Taipei, TW
Company: Intel

Graduate Intern Technical - 727492

Description

Job Description: Intern to be working with power and performance converging execution including data collecting and solution validation.

Qualifications

Student majored in Electronic/Electrical Engineering or Computer Engineering or Computer Science.
- Familiar with Allegro/OrCAD
- Good knowledge in x86 architecture
- Good communication skills in English and Mandarin
- Good soldering skill is a plus.

Job Category: Engineering
Primary Location: Taiwan-Taiwan, Taipei